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WBC WILL PROCLAIM THE TRUTH OF GOD AT THE SOCIETY OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL JOURNALIST’S 29TH CONFERENCE AT CSU’S LORY 

STUDENT CENTER (1101 CENTER AVE MALL, FORT COLLINS, CO) 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12TH FROM 11:10 – 11:50 AM 

The Society of Environmental Journalists (SEJ) is scheduled to hold its 

29th Annual Conference in Fort Collins, Colorado. The many 

environmental quandaries that the state of Colorado has to offer have 

many of these journalists veritably salivating. SEJ's annual conference 

brings together journalists, scientists, government officials, advocacy 

leaders and others to explore the many facets of environmental stories in 

order to improve the quality and accuracy of environmental reporting. In 

basic part the journalists that this conference is being held for are scribes. (in current vernacular) 

(https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/scribe)  and before and during the time Christ walked this 

earth, scribes acted as secretaries of state, whose business it was to prepare and issue decrees in the name 

of the king ( 2 Samuel 8:17 ; 20:25 ; 1 Chronicles 18:16 ; 24:6 ; 1 Kings 4:3 ; 2 Kings 12:9-11 ; 18:18-

37 , etc.). They discharged various other important public duties as men of high authority and influence 

in the affairs of state. Just as in those days, the power that current day scribes wield is considerable. The 

individual agenda that one has necessarily leaks out into words that they publish on a given matter. This 

is true, notwithstanding their claims to the contrary: “In the spirit of promoting government 

transparency, an informed democratic process, and press freedoms, SEJ strives to hold its own actions as 

a model of transparency. To that end, it is SEJ policy for all SEJ events, educational programs, services 

and other activities to be held on the record.” (https://www.sej.org/calendar/list/sej-annual-conferences) 

The truth is, not a single one of these journalists knows anything for sure concerning most of the issues 

that they call themselves reporting with integrity on. God is the sovereign of this realm as well as all.  He 

dictates what occurs in the environment of this earth and if he wants a resource to dry up, it will, or not.  

Further, if he wants a supposed environmental disaster to occur, it will or not. All the futile efforts to 

save our environment, no matter how noble they may appear to be, will change not one thing without the 

will of the Living God. Most every article that appears on the website for this entity, is attempting to 

impute responsibility for some environmental emergency to some entity or other, or making blanket 

conclusions that this thing or that will be the inevitable end of a given emergent matter impacting the 

environment. There is no real collaboration among entities to get a full picture on a given matter and for 

all their talk of inclusiveness, these journalists are members of a mutual admiration society in reality, 

giving and receiving awards among themselves for the good job that they supposedly did on a given 

topic. In it all there is not one shred of regard for what God has to say on the matters. Not to worry 

though, WBC ambassadors will be present to display some of the words of the Living God on the 

matters. 
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